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Enterprise Multicast is Alive and Well
Ramp Multicast+: Next-Generation Multicast in the Age of HTML5
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The State of Multicast in the Enterprise

Enterprises have relied on the stability and scalability of the multicast protocol for delivering 
live video inside the enterprise for decades. Multicasting is a one-to-many protocol for 
reducing network traffic by simultaneously delivering a single stream of content to hundreds 
or thousands of users. It has long proven to be an extremely efficient method of reaching large 
numbers of viewers with a great quality of experience (QoE) while minimizing the impact of 
bandwidth-intensive media on the corporate network.

Enterprise multicast solutions have traditionally hailed from industry giants such as Adobe, 
Microsoft and Cisco, with now end-of-life solutions that do not support browser-based HTML5 
video, as well from streaming video platform providers who offer multicast capabilities that work 
exclusively with their proprietary platforms. Today the landscape of multicast choices is fairly 
limited:

• Adobe Flash – end-of-life at the end of 2020

• Microsoft Windows Media Server & Silverlight – end-of-life in October 2021

• Cisco Enterprise Content Delivery System (ECDS) – end-of-life January 2021

• Haivision – multicast support only for Haivision Media Platform Enterprise Edition

• Kaltura – mulicast support only for the Kaltura video platform

• Qumu – multicast for Qumu’s Qx platform, professed to support other online video 
platforms if providers choose to integrate with the Pathfinder delivery infrastructure1

• VideoLAN Client (VLC) and others – open source application-based solutions (VLC is not 
yet patent licensed in the U.S.)

• Ramp Multicast+ – enterprise multicasting infrastructure for HTML5 video, verified to 
support virtually any live streaming video platform

When companies like Microsoft and Adobe first announced the retirement of their products, 
questions about the future of multicast were a natural reaction. However, as these industry 
pioneers explained, their decisions acknowledged the next generation of video had arrived. 
During its prime, Flash led the way for web-based video streaming by working broadly across 
browsers, and arguably inspired many of the HTML5 standards. Over time though, browser 
support for Flash has diminished and ongoing security concerns make it unattractive to 
most enterprises. Alternatives to Flash generally require standalone video players or plugins 
supported only by a subset of browsers. The adoption of HTML5 video has been displacing the 
need for these solutions. In turn, discontinuing products built to support these solutions has 
marked the end of an era for legacy video technologies, but has paved the way for an even 
brighter and more compelling future for the multicast protocol.

These companies were not alone in anticipating an industry shift as open standards for video 
emerged. At the same time, Ramp engineers were already working on the next-generation 
multicast solution for HTML5 video. This new software-based network infrastructure, now called 
Ramp Multicast+, was released in the summer of 2015. Within a few months it was commercially 
deployed in several large enterprises, each regularly streaming live video over multicast to tens 
of thousands of viewers simultaneously. Ramp developed Multicast+ with

https://theblog.adobe.com/adobe-flash-update/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/lifecycle/search/?c2=12905
https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/products/video/media-delivery-engine-3100/eos-eol-notice-listing.html
https://www.haivision.com/products/haivision-media-platform/
https://corp.kaltura.com/products/features/ecdn
https://www.qumu.com/en/2017/07/26/why-qumu-developed-a-stand-alone-enterprise-content-delivery-network/
https://www.videolan.org/index.html
https://rampecdn.com/altitudecdn/multicast
https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerability-list/vendor_id-53/product_id-6761/Adobe-Flash-Player.html
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modern streaming protocols, current-day corporate network infrastructure configurations and 
centralized management top of mind. Multicast+ supports the classic multicast use cases, which 
enterprises have long used, while also enabling new use cases that were previously impossible. 
For example, today many enterprises need reliable multicast delivery over Wi-Fi networks, which 
can be highly susceptible to packet loss. Global audiences expect videos to have options for 
accessibility and language translations which requires multiple audio tracks per video. And gone 
are the days of televisions mounted high on the wall to monitor financial and business markets. 
They have been replaced with viewers at individual desktops streaming multiple broadcasts 
simultaneously. 

Equally as important as these ever-expanding use cases, Multicast+ was also built to serve as 
common enterprise streaming infrastructure (CESI). Nearly 75% of companies using streaming 
video report to Wainhouse Research they use two or more distinct platforms to properly 
support their online video activities.2 Because the requirements for streaming platforms vary 
from one functional area of the business to the other—corporate communications, learning 
and development, etc.—the need for multiple platforms is not likely to go away. In contrast, 
the IT requirements for video delivery infrastructure remain largely the same regardless of 
the streaming platform in use. Being a vendor-neutral solution is a fundamental principle 
of Multicast+. It has been designed to support any HTML5 live video streaming across the 
corporate network, today and in the future. Furthermore, it deploys and expands over time 
without requiring costly and labor-intensive network upgrades, and meets or exceeds enterprise 
security requirements. Choosing a CESI-compliant enterprise content delivery solution allows IT 
departments to maintain an efficient network without introducing new constraints.

How Does Multicast+ Work?

The simple purpose of Multicast+ is to make video playable in a browser over multicast. 
This process requires two software components to orchestrate the distribution of video in 
place of the typical unicast HTTP transport layer. A sender sits on the network to retrieve a 
live HLS or DASH video stream from a video source, encapsulates it in a multicast transport 
mechanism designed for high reliability, and sends it out over the multicast-enabled network. 
Viewing devices on the network, such as personal computers, each host a receiver client 
capable of tapping into the multicast broadcast stream. When the video stream is received, it 
is unencapsulated and made available locally to the browser, the same way the browser would 
receive content from any web server.
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Because the Multicast+ server sends out only one stream regardless of the number of clients 
receiving it, a multicast stream requires the same amount of bandwidth as a single unicast 
stream containing the same content. Using a multicast stream preserves network bandwidth 
and can be useful for low-bandwidth local area networks. 

Examples of Multicast+ Network Deployments
Some companies are fortunate enough to have a fully multicast-enabled network, meaning all 
the routers are able to route multicast traffic. In this situation, the enterprise typically deploys 
just one pair of Multicast+ senders (for high availability) to distribute live video over multicast to 
viewers everywhere on the network. 
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Many enterprise networks, however, have grown organically or have been assembled through 
a series of acquisitions and divestitures. The result is a network with multicast islands—pockets 
of the network that are multicast-enabled, but are not able to multicast between each other. To 
multicast in this type of network, a multicast sender is placed at each “multicast island.”
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Examples of Multicast+ Solution Deployments
The most basic multicast implementation uses an encoder to stream video directly to 
Multicast+, which then forwards the stream via a simple browser page/video portal, without any 
intermediate application management. 

The architecture of Multicast+ makes it easy for a notable and growing list of leading enterprise 
streaming platform providers to integrate Multicast+ into their own solutions. These integrations 
remove the manual effort involved to configure Multicast+ to work with deployed instances of 
a particular platform and, depending on the level of integration, streamline the experience of 
ongoing event management and monitoring. 

https://rampecdn.com/partners/
https://rampecdn.com/partners/
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 What Makes Multicast+ a Next-Generation Multicast Solution?

Support for modern streaming protocols and a vendor-neutral architecture are two basic 
characteristics that differentiate Multicast+ from its predecessors. But they are simply the 
beginning of what makes Multicast+ a new paradigm in video multicasting. 

PATENTED ERROR CORRECTION
Multicast+ contains Ramp-patented innovation for forward error correction (FEC), a method for 
managing momentary loss of data. Encoding A/V data for transmission using FEC is done by 
organizing bits and gathering them into two-dimensional blocks representing data over a certain 
duration of time. The blocks contain codes with forward and backward predictive information 
to help the decoder reconstruct lost packets when the blocks are received. The accuracy of 
the decoding process is highly contingent on the size and number of chunks of data lost from 
the block. Furthermore, the more contiguous data lost from the blocks, the more the playback 
quality of the video is degraded at the viewing device.   

Ramp’s FEC algorithms take the typical encoding process and apply two enhancements. First, we 
take data over a longer period of time so each block is more information rich and each bit lost 
has less impact on the ability to reconstruct packets. Second, we rotate the blocks 90 degrees, 
so data lost equates to small chunks from several groups of contiguous bits rather than large 
chunks from a single contiguous set of bits. These two adjustments mean the packets are almost 
fully reconstructable when they arrive at the decoder. Performing forward error correction in 
this way makes Multicast+ highly reliable even on wireless networks susceptible to heavy loads 
and channel interference.
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While FEC in general reduces errors in data transmission, it inherently comes with tradeoffs. 
The bits used for codes and redundancy require bandwidth that could otherwise be used for 
stream data, and the check bits themselves can become sources of error. Therefore, Multicast+ 
also uniquely allows administrators to both monitor and configure the level of error correction 
depending on what the network requires.

HIGH-AVAILABILITY CLUSTERING WITH HEARTBEAT MONITORING
Once available inside an enterprise, multicasting quickly becomes critical to protecting the 
network. If distribution over multicast fails, literally hundreds or thousands of unicast streams 
can suddenly appear and congest the network. 

Multicast+ allows administrators to deploy a high-availability cluster of senders and establish a 
heartbeat communication between them. When a missed heartbeat is detected, the functional 
sender with the highest priority immediately takes over as the active sender. This backend 
process is transparent to viewers and is rarely even detectable while watching the video stream. 

ANY-SOURCE MULTICAST (ASM) AND SOURCE-SPECIFIC MULTICAST (SSM)
The service model for a typical multicast implementation is called any-source multicast (ASM). 
With ASM, a receiver registers interest in all traffic sent to a multicast group address. The 
multicast network uses a discovery process to build multicast trees for forwarding traffic from 
participating senders to the group. The receiver receives traffic sent to the group without an 
option to discriminate between sources.3 

Multicast+ supports ASM, but it also supports a sometimes preferred method for multicasting 
called source-specific multicast (SSM). In this model, a receiver registers interest in all traffic 
sent to a multicast group address and identifies a specific source from which it wants to receive 
traffic. 

SSM is appealing to enterprises for several reasons. SSM is more secure than ASM since 
receivers will only receive traffic from explicitly requested sources. Building multicast trees is 
also more efficient, creating less of a burden on the network. And, unlike ASM, SSM does not 
require a common rendezvous point on the network which can improve QoE, especially on 
geographically dispersed networks.

ENTERPRISE-GRADE SECURITY
First and foremost, Multicast+ is favored by security-conscious IT departments simply because 
it deploys 100% on site, behind the firewall. Other enterprise distribution options may require 
a cloud controller to operate, as is the case especially for peer-to-peer (P2P) solutions. Not 
only does a cloud controller need a communication path through the firewall to the internal 
deployment, but once that communication path exists the total solution has an intrinsic ability to 
extract and compile a lot of information about the enterprise network.

End-to-end encryption of data while in motion and at rest offers the next layer of security. Digital 
signatures ensure the integrity of the exchange between senders and receivers, and encryption 
of the receiver disk cache secures the data at the viewing device. Multicast+ supports HTTPS, 
using PKI certificates to prevent transmission of unauthorized video streams, and includes a 
built-in public certificate for companies that want to use HTTPS without obtaining their own 
certificate. 
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Finally, because the receiver clients are not establishing a peering network for forwarding and 
sharing data, Multicast+ does not increase the risk of transmitting viruses, spyware and other 
malware across the network.

CENTRALIZED EVENT MANAGEMENT
Some companies are fortunate enough to have a fully multicast-enabled network. Many 
enterprise networks, however, have grown organically or have been assembled through a 
series of acquisitions and divestitures. The result is a network with multicast islands—pockets 
of the network that are multicast-enabled, but are not able to multicast between each other. To 
multicast in this type of network, a multicast sender is placed at each multicast island. 

The management platform for Multicast+, called Altimeter, centralizes the management of 
the entire multicast deployment, regardless of the size of the network or number of multicast 
islands. Altimeter is a single web-based interface that makes it easy to deploy, configure, 
manage and monitor all the Multicast+ senders deployed across a network. After deployment is 
complete, arguably one of the most time-saving capabilities of Altimeter, especially in a network 
with multicast islands, is the ability to provision live events from a centralized interface—instead 
of configuring the event separately on each sender. On a typical enterprise network, that can 
easily be dozens of senders per event.

QUALITY OF EXPERIENCE (QoE) MONITORING AND ANALYSIS
Multicast+ gathers and exposes advanced diagnostics and insights giving administrators a 
complete view into key performance indicators and quality of experience (QoE) for live events. 
Analytics include aggregated and detailed data on the number of viewers, packet loss, missing 
segments, and the performance of individual receivers. 

Real-time event analytics give administrators a jump on identifying issues, allowing them to 
quickly respond before viewers can even report a problem. The data can be viewed per event 
or as an historical aggregate of past events. Information is presented geographically on a map, 
on an interactive timeline, or in a detailed table. Assessing the end-to-end performance of your 
global Multicast+ environment exposes real insights about QoE and network performance.

The geographic map contains circles of varying sizes and colors representing concentrations of 
viewers and packet loss at each multicast location. The circles change color according to network 
performance, where green is good and red indicates employee experience may be impacted. 
Hover over any circle to analyze performance by location—all the way down to the individual 
device. The interactive timeline also allows administrators to analyze network impact and other 
event statistics at specific moments in time.

Once Multicast+ has been set up and is functional across a network, administrators rapidly 
discover the diagnostics have other benefits as a secondary toolset for monitoring the health 
of an enterprise network. Because of the kind of information Multicast+ gathers, the absence 
of data from concentrations of receivers can often be an early indicator of a network issue at 
a particular location. Some enterprise video delivery solutions, such as peering solutions, may 
actually obscure these kinds of network problems because they route traffic around them.
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SIMPLE NETWORK MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL (SNMP) AGENT
Many enterprises rely on common simple network management protocol (SNMP) management 
tools to monitor network performance, detect anomalies, and diagnose problems. Multicast+ 
can serve as an agent for leading SNMP tools to monitor the status of live video streams 
alongside other network elements, switches and servers. With near real-time data, network 
administrators can quickly spot problems as they arise in live video streams as well as use 
historical data for additional troubleshooting.

EVENT SIMULATIONS
Multicast+ includes an event simulator for assessing the end-to-end performance of a global 
Multicast+ environment and verifying the infrastructure is properly configured for live video 
events.  

Simulations are more efficient, flexible, and reliable than conducting live event trials with actual 
viewers. The complexity of organizing live test events and recruiting sufficient participants often 
produces inconclusive results, mostly because participation rates create large blind spots in test 
coverage.  

With Multicast+, administrators can create and schedule simulated, fully-functional video events 
that instruct participating Multicast+ senders to notify Multicast+ receivers to join the event for 
a specified period of time. The receivers gather information, then return event-related statistics 
viewable via the Altimeter management system.

NO VENDOR LOCK-IN
With nearly 75% of enterprises using two or more streaming video platforms and nearly 20% 
using six or more4, a world where one platform can serve all the needs of an enterprise is 
unlikely. Video streaming and content management platforms are not all created equal. The 
requirements for a platform that can support global learning and development programs 
may fall short of meeting the requirements for executive broadcasts, HR communications or 
quarterly earnings calls. 

Because enterprise content delivery networks (eCDN) are network overlays, deploying and 
managing unique distribution infrastructure for each streaming platform is an IT nightmare—
and fortunately unnecessary. Some video platform providers offer multicasting as part of their 
solution, but most of those are proprietary and work only with their platforms. Multicast+ 
is deliberately vendor neutral and is designed to support any live HTML5 video streaming 
across the corporate network. For enterprises that need to distribute non-HTML5 video as 
well, Multicast+ can generate HLS from encoders supporting RTP or be combined with a media 
server such as Wowza Streaming Engine™ to ensure complete coverage from a single enterprise 
delivery solution. 

Ramp’s solutions prove an eCDN can and should be able to retrieve and redistribute video from 
any video source. Not only does this simplify the deployment and management of the eCDN, 
but it provides maximum flexibility for the future as the enterprise video landscape evolves over 
time.
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MODERN STREAMING PROTOCOLS
Standards for HTML5 video and broad adoption of modern streaming protocols ushered in the 
next generation of video technologies. Browser-based streaming of video to the widest variety 
of viewing devices, dynamic adjustments to video quality based on bandwidth constraints, and 
improved security are just a few reasons modern streaming technologies have been so quick 
to displace their predecessors. Multicast+ was the first multicast solution in market to support 
these technologies and remains the only option for companies seeking a common enterprise 
streaming infrastructure.  

PLAYER COMPATIBILITY
Multicast+ has been tested and verified for compatibility with all the major browser-based 
video players, including JW Player, THEOplayer, Bitmovin, Video.js, hls.js, dash.js, Azure Media 
Player and Flowplayer. In addition, Ramp has verified compatibility with all the platforms and 
integrated players available from our ecosystem of technology partners. The full and current list 
of player compatibilities is available upon request. 

THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATIONS
Multicast+ has been built on a REST architecture that provides a framework to support third-
party management controllers. This RESTful implementation makes it easy for a notable and 
growing list of leading enterprise streaming platform providers to integrate Multicast+ into their 
own solutions. These integrations remove the manual effort involved to configure Multicast+ to 
work with deployed instances of a particular platform and, depending on the level of integration, 
streamline the experience of ongoing event management and monitoring.

CITRIX READY VERIFICATION
Citrix application and desktop virtualization solutions give employees the freedom to work 
from anywhere by allowing IT departments to securely deliver Windows, Linux, web and SaaS 
applications and full virtual desktops to any device, from any cloud.

Ramp is a member of the Citrix Ready program, designating that Multicast+ successfully meets 
criteria set by Citrix to verify the compatibility of our joint solutions. With Multicast+, companies 
using Citrix XenDesktop and XenApp can trust fast, reliable multicasting of enterprise video 
directly to users’ endpoint machines.

LEGACY MULTICAST REPLACEMENT
With Multicast+, companies still relying on end-of-life multicast solutions can continue to realize 
value from their investment in enabling a multicast network. Despite early suggestions of the 
contrary, selecting an entirely different approach to video delivery is unnecessary. Multicast+ is 
an affordable, software solution that deploys quickly on existing network infrastructure making 
it remarkably easy to upgrade to a next-generation multicast solution. 

MULTIPLE AUDIO TRACKS
Multicast+ supports the ability to stream a single video containing dozens of audio tracks. So, 
rather than producing one video per language for a global audience, a single video stream 
can send audio tracks for all the language translations. This same capability can also be used 
to provide audio tracks for closed captioning and subtitles, and for voiceover tracks to honor 
accessibility requirements.

https://rampecdn.com/partners/
https://rampecdn.com/partners/
https://citrixready.citrix.com/ramp-holdings/ramp-altitudecdn.html
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MULTIPLE STREAMS PER VIEWING DEVICE
Multicast+ is verified to support a minimum of a handful of streams to a single device, and is 
architected to support as many streams as the device can play back at once. Streaming multiple 
videos simultaneously is not as unusual as one might imagine. For example, enterprises 
generally have specific interests in monitoring certain financial and business markets or 
world events. Historically companies would put up television monitors around the building 
to broadcast financial and news channels on mute. Today, instead of streaming to television 
monitors, individuals stream these feeds simultaneously to their own desktops. Even for 
individuals who do not monitor these broadcasts on a regular basis, this behavior is not 
uncommon during major corporate announcements or earnings calls when executives are 
addressing both internal and external audiences and employees are watching for the markets to 
react.

Summary

Companies are embracing the value of live video to reach across the enterprise and connect 
with audiences around the globe. Despite the advantages of video, its impact on network 
bandwidth can lead to performance problems. A poor experience with low-quality transmissions 
erodes the intrinsic value of video.

Ramp Multicast+ is a standards-based solution that brings multicast support to any live video 
deployment using HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) or DASH. Multicast+ delivers high-quality and 
stable video transmissions that ensure audiences have the viewing experience they expect, 
maximizing the impact and value of live events. Multicast+ also reduces costs and complexity as 
it requires no proprietary hardware infrastructure, customized players, or invasive P2P clients. 
Multicast+ offers the following:

• Delivers live video streams over multicast on local area networks
• Supports any encoder that outputs HLS, DASH or RTP over HTTP(S), can be combined 

with a media server such as Wowza Streaming Engine™, and also supports high-
availability video sources

• Supports video delivery to any HLS or DASH video player and browser-based HTML5 
video players

• Provides patented built-in forward error correction (FEC) 
• Encrypts the video stream during delivery
• Supports DVR capability to the audience, allowing users to pause and time slip video 

playback
• Centralized management, monitoring and analytics via the Altimeter management 

platform and/or monitoring via SNMP
• Simulates fully-functional Multicast+ events to test and gather event-related statistics 

before live events

• RESTful architecture for ease of integration with enterprise video streaming platforms

With the impending end-of-life for Windows Media multicast and Silverlight, Cisco ECDS and 
Adobe Flash, Multicast+ offers the best way to continue providing secure, high-quality and 
scalable live video streaming both now and in the future.
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About the Author

Ramp is focused on helping every organization tap into the power of live and 
on-demand streaming video. Our enterprise content delivery network (eCDN) 
solutions drastically reduce the bandwidth needed to stream uninterrupted, 
high-quality video on corporate networks. Using multicasting, video caching, 
peer-to-peer networking, or any combination, Ramp is the eCDN for all—all 
enterprises, all networks, all use cases, and all streaming platforms. Ramp 
works with virtually any modern platform and is tightly integrated with leading 
streaming video solutions. Our software deploys entirely behind your firewall for 
maximum security and scales easily as demand for video grows. With centralized 
management, monitoring and insightful analytics, you get unprecedented visibility 
into and control over network performance to deliver the highest-quality viewer 
experience. Visit rampecdn.com for more information.
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